Abstract -Power transformer which has an important influence on the entire power transmission system is related to the safety and stability of the entire power system. However, transformer may fail if it works for a long time. In order to improve the accuracy of fault diagnosis and guarantee system security, an optimal fuzzy clustering method was put forward to diagnose faults. The relationships between characteristic gas in power transformer oil and different fault types were analyzed, and fuzzy clustering was optimized to improve the algorithm convergence speed. It was found that the accuracy of fault diagnosis based on analysis using optimal fuzzy clustering algorithm was 92.23%, suggesting an increase of 23.3% compared to the traditional gas feature based fault diagnosis. The method can accurately diagnose faults of power transformers and ensure the stability of electric system.
Introduction
With the development of social economic level and science technology, demands of different industries on electric power are increasing, which puts new requirements on electric power system. The power transformer plays a vital role in the whole power system, and it is a necessary factor for the effective operation of power system. Failure of power transformer will cause considerable economic impact on the operation of power grid [1, 2] .
Power transformer failure will cause huge cost; therefore, an effective transformer fault diagnosis method is of great significances to the stable and safe operation of power system. In the study of Abu-Siada et al. [3] , a online technology which could detect power transformer faults through establishing voltage-current track diagram to solve the problem of dependence of frequency response analysis on experts. Seifeddine et al. [4] put forward an intelligent fault classification based power transformer dissolved gas analysis. Power transformer faults were classified using neural network, and it was verified being able to significantly improve transformer faults diagnosis preciseness. In the study of Yang et al. [5] , the application of artificial intelligent system in the diagnosis of transformer faults was introduced, and it was verified being accurate in diagnosing transformer faults. Zheng R. et al. [6] put forward a two-stage classifier cascaded power transformer fault diagnosis algorithm for the single-power and multi-power transformer fault diagnosis. The experiment suggested that it could enhance the accuracy of transformer fault diagnosis. Xiang et al. [7] applied back-propagation (BP) neural network algorithm in the diagnosis of transformer faults and enhanced the accuracy of network training through optimizing the search direction of BP neural network. Examples were demonstrated to verify that the method could effectively diagnose transformer fault. Li et al. [8] put forward a weighted fuzzy kernel clustering based power transformer fault diagnosis method and verified its accuracy through experiments. In this study, the features of gas in power transformer oil were extracted, and the fuzzy clustering algorithm was optimized to enhance its accuracy. The optimized method was compared with the traditional fault diagnosis method to verify its effectiveness.
Power transformer mostly has an oil-immersed structure, and its insulativity depends on insulating oil and insulation paper. Due to long-time operation, transformer oil is decomposed and aged under the influence of electricity and heat and generates lowmolecular hydrocarbon gas, CO and CO2. Those gases were dissolved in transformer oil. The emergence of these gases is the inevitable result of transformer operation. If the transformer fault lasts for a long time, the gas produced by the thermal decomposition will be fused with the transformer oil, and the rest will rise up and swap out N2 and O2 dissolved in the oil. In the case of sudden transformer failure, the bubbles with relatively large volume flow fast in the oil; as a result the gases are separated out, and a large number of bubbles generate and enter into the oil storage tank and replay of transformer, leading to gas alarming or trip.
The gases in transformer include air, gases generated during normal operation and gases generated during failure. When transformer fails, chemical groups such as CH3, Ch2 and CH and carbon-carbon bond in transformer oil molecules are damaged under the influence of electricity and heat, and hydrocarbon chemical bond breaks. Moreover the generated free radicals recombine to be hydrogen and some low-module hydrocarbon gases.
The changes of gas are different under the influence of temperature. Alkane will be thoroughly decomposed to low-module hydrocarbon when the temperature is 300 C during failure. With the increase of the temperature, olefin, aromatic hydrocarbon and cycloalkanes are decomposed. Different temperature during failure will lead to different categories of hydrocarbon gases in the oil. Transformer faults roughly include overheating fault, high energy discharge fault and spark discharge fault, which are correlated to the content of dissolved gases in the oil. Therefore analyzing the dissolved gases in the oil can help determination on transformer faults. Dissolved gas analysis is one of the common methods currently [10] .
Feature Extraction Method
The dissolved gases in the transformer oil contain five kinds of characteristic gases. 
The optimization of error reconstruction function aimed at reducing signal loss after dimensionality reduction of sample data. Therefore the minimum error reconstruction function J(W) meant that W was equivalent to the Principal Components Analysis subspace of input sample data X, i.e. the principle component of X. Therefore reconstruction of error function could be used for determining whether random sample data were outliers.
Here space was input, and the abnormal value of space was identified using the given threshold  >0.
The existence of abnormal value in the data set which was obtained by mapping sample data set to high-dimensional space via kernel principle component analysis was determined using the minimum error principle of characteristic space signal reconstruction. The data set in highdimensional space   x  was substituted to equation (2), then we have
is unknown; hence error reconstruction could not be performed directly. Thus equation (3) was expanded after squaring, and moreover kernel
was introduced. The result was as follows.
The value of reconstruction error could be calculated, and the outliner could be determined using equation (4).
The Basis of Fuzzy Clustering Theory
Clustering analysis can divided data objects into different groups in which objects were highly similar with the objects in the same group and highly dissimilar with the objects in other groups.
In actual problems, there are usually fuzzy boundaries or overlapping between sample data. Therefore fuzzy clustering analysis is needed.
Fuzzy c-means is a common kind of fuzzy clustering algorithm. Suppose there was a clustering sample set
in which s
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stands for the feature dimension of the samples and c stands for the number of categories of the samples.
Then an intra-class weighed error quadratic sum could be found as target function. 
The detailed procedures of the algorithm were as follows.
Firstly clustering number c, smoothing parameter m and iterative stopping error  were given. Then clustering center vi was initialized. Finally the iterative operation was performed according to formula (6) and (7) until
The Optimized Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm
To overcome the disturbance of noise, a kernel function based dot density weighed fuzzy clustering algorithm was put forward. The dot density of every sample point Xi was defined as: (12) where  stands for the width of Gaussian function.
The distance between two samples points in the high-dimensional space which applied kernel function was as follows.
Then the computational formula of dot density was:
The concrete realization procedures of the algorithm were as follows.
Firstly the initial clustering number c and initial clustering center v(0) were determined using semisupervised method. The smoothing parameter and threshold of stopping iteration  were given.
Next the dot density of the kernel space was obtained using equation (14) . Equation (9) was substituted to obtain the feature weight of different dimensions of failure sample set.
The membership degree and clustering centers were updated according to equation (10) 
Instance Analysis
Five gases H2, CH4, C2H6, C2H4 and C2H2 were selected as feature vectors.
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The concentrations of the gases in the transformer oil were taken as the sample set of fault diagnosis. Moreover 106 groups of dissolved gas analysis data samples corresponding to the categories of transformer faults were collected, including 17 groups of data in normal state, 16 groups of data corresponding to low-temperature superheat fault, 21 groups of data corresponding to moderate-temperature superheat fault, 24 groups of data corresponding to high-temperature superheat fault, 11 groups of data corresponding to low-energy discharge fault and 17 groups of data corresponding to high-energy discharge fault. To ensure the accuracy of fault diagnosis, the samples were selected in the same form, and the operation environment was also similar. Part of the sample data is as follows. Abnormal data among the 106 groups of sample data needed to be eliminated according to the improved kernel principle component analysis based feature extraction. It was found that one group of data corresponding to moderate-temperature superheat fault and two groups of data corresponding to high-temperature superheat fault were abnormal. Classification was performed after the three groups of data were eliminated.
Then clustering analysis was performed on the samples using the optimized fuzzy clustering algorithm. Smoothing parameter m was set as 1.5, the width of Gaussian kernel function was set as 2, and convergence threshold was set as 1×106.
The samples were classified according to the algorithm, and the classification results are shown in Table 2 . Then the three groups of abnormal data were put into the samples, and all the samples were classified in the same way. The results are shown in Table 3 . Besides the eight groups of samples showed in Table 2 , the wrongly classified samples also included a group of data corresponding to moderatetemperature superheat fault and two groups of data corresponding to high-temperature superheat fault, i.e. the three groups of abnormal data which were eliminated by the improved kernel principle component analysis based feature extraction.
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Therefore the overall accuracy of the classification of transformer faults decreased to 89.63%, which was 2.61% lower compared to the accuracy of classification after the abnormal data were eliminated.
The existence of abnormal data in samples could cause large impacts on the fault diagnostic results. Therefore the improved kernel principle component analysis based feature extraction is effective for improving the accuracy of fault diagnosis.
Then the samples in which the abnormal data had been eliminated were classified using the traditional fuzzy clustering algorithm and the improved algorithm. The results are shown in Figure 1 . The comparison suggested that the improved algorithm was more accurate than the traditional algorithm in the classification of transformer classification. The overall accuracy of the improved algorithm was 92.23%, which was higher than 23.3% of the traditional algorithm. The accuracy of the traditional algorithm would be much lower if the abnormal data were not eliminated through feature extraction. The comparison indicated that the fault diagnosis method based on feature extraction and the optimized fuzzy algorithm was effective and highly accurate.
Discussion and Conclusion
With the development of industry, electrical equipment failure has increasingly become the focus.
Ensuring the operation of power system is very important. It is urgent to reduce failure of power transformer as one of most important power transformer. More and more methods have been applied in transformer fault diagnosis, and the accuracy has also been improved gradually. Božić et al. [11] put forward a dissolved gas analysis based power transformer fault diagnosis logistic regression method and verified its favorable performance in diagnosing faults. Mani et al. [12] diagnosed several transformer faults with intuitive fuzzy expert system and found that it was effective. In the study of Sahri et al. [13] , genetic algorithm was combined with support vector machine, which improved the effect of fault diagnosis. Xiong et al. [14] applied the improved PSO-BP neural network in the diagnosis of power transformer faults and moreover verified the accuracy of the method.
Dissolved gas analysis is one of the effective means for the diagnosis of oil immersible power transformer. Feature extraction is usually used in dissolved gas analysis. The current feature extraction method is poor in processing abnormal values among data, which will cause large impacts on fault diagnosis. In this study, an improved kernel principle component analysis was put forward. After the data was mapped to high-dimensional space nonlinearly, signal reconstruction is performed on feature vectors. Then whether the data was outliers was determined. Abnormal data were eliminated.
The analysis on the sample data using the improved kernel principle component analysis based feature extraction suggested that the accuracy of fault diagnosis was improved after the two groups of abnormal data were eliminated.
After the abnormal data were eliminated, the sample data were identified using fuzzy clustering method. Fuzzy clustering has favorable performance in diagnosing faults and can perform better when combining with other methods, for example, fuzzy cmeans in combination with support vector machine [15] , fuzzy c-means in combination with artificial immune network [16] and fuzzy c-means in combination with probabilistic neural network [17] . In this study, a kernel function based dot density weighted fuzzy clustering algorithm was put forward. The membership degree was processed by reasonable weighting adjustment during clustering.
The accuracy of the improved diagnostic method was 93.23%, which was much higher than that of the traditional diagnostic method. It indicated that the new method was feasible in the diagnosis of transformer faults. Diagnosis of power transformer faults can help early discovery and treatment of faults to prevent further deterioration. In this study, the gases in the power transformer oil were analyzed, the abnormal data were eliminated through feature extraction, and fuzzy clustering was optimized to enhance the convergence speed.
The results demonstrated that the optimized algorithm performed will in diagnosing transformer faults, and its accuracy was significantly higher than that of the traditional diagnostic method. This work is of great significance to the stable operation of electrical power system.
